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1. In the previous articles [1 and [2 published under the same
title, we considered the convergent or divergent generalized distribu-
tions. In this article we investigate the topologies defined by the
powers of sequences and the derived generalized distributions intro-
duced by these topologies. We also show here corrections to the
errors in the previous articles [1, [2, and [3.

2. Definition 1. We denote a the topology induced in the space
by neighbourhoods U() of :
U(9)--[ e<II--e< e W,(0)} where a(), a() means the

argument of the complex valued function 9 or k and a>0.
Then we see the following
Lemma 1. The topology a defines an uniform Hausdorff struc-

ture of the space ..
Proof. It is easily seen that satisfies the conditions of Haus-

dorff space, and also the conditions (U), (U) of the uniformity [4].
Since for any W,(0) there exists W,(0) such that W’-W’W,

the condition (Urn) is satisfied.
Definition 2. We say that {.} is a Cauchy sequence in a, if

and only if the following condition is satisfied:
For any W,(0), there exists an integer N such that e U()

for all m, n> N.
Definition 3. Suppose that two Cauchy sequences [} and {}

satisfy the following condition: for any W,(0), there exists an integer
N such that U(), U() for all m, n>N. Then we say
that {} is equivalent to {}.

Lemma 2. The topology a is not compatible with linear opera-
tion.

Proof. We show here that there exist two sequences [} and
[} such that though both and converge to 0, the sequence

+ does not converge to 0.
Example 1. is defined by F0,.p where

n/ for 1/n<_x<_2/no,_--n/ for --2/n<_x<_--l/n
and p is a mollifier defined by L. Schwartz [5 with a compact
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support of length 1In., is defined by =0,.p where
nTM for 1/no_
nTM for 3/n <_x <_ --2/n.

(-F) converges to (2--2).6 in a topology. For a4=l the limit
is not 0.

Since Lemma 2 and this example hold, we see, of course, that
a is not locally convex topology.

The proof of convexity in _3 is similarly not right. We want
to delete Lemma 3 in p. 341 and p. 342 in [3.

Now we obtain the following

Thorem 1. The space with topology a is Hausdorff uniform
space, but neither locally convex nor linear.

Lemma 3. {()/} makes a Cauchy sequence (in a) for any
Te)’ and any {f}. They are equivalent to each other and belong
to the same class. The sequences {f} themselves, however, are not
always equivalent (in a).

Proof. The former part of the property is evident. The latter
part of the proposition is proved by the following examples {.},
and {Z.} for a=2:

Example 2. 9---*P, --*PP, Z--Z*P,
where 0 and

{0, for x[>e/2
’----- 1// for xJ<e/2,

[0, for Ixl>z/2
Z’----- I/’/s. for ]x[<s/2.

___{0 for Ix[>/2

(9)/, (y)/, and (Zy)/ converge to 0 in a,, but 9 converges to /)-,. converges to 0, Xy diverges in
Definition 4. We donote the equivalent sequence {(9)1/,} by TTM.
Theorem 2. {(1/,} defines the generalized distribution TTM,

for any TeD’ and for any
3. We show here the properties of the topologies defined by the

linear shift of neighbourhood system of 0, and correct the statement
about Example 2, p. 330 in 1.

Definition 5. We denote r, the topology which is defined by the
following set of neighbourhood U(4) of such that for -0.

U(O) {91e) g W,(0)} where W,(O) is a neighbourhood of
0 in topology r., and for =0: U()--{[9--eU(0)}.

Lemma 4. r., is neither stronger than r,. nor weaker than

Proof. In Example 3 we construct the sequence {gn} which has
properties such that 9 converge to 0 in the sense of topology
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and converge to a function (x)---c, c=0 in topology r. for a=a.
Example 3. --,p,

1 for ---k<x<---kz7
n =n 3n (k is an integerwhere :

_1/2/ for k+l k+l 0<k<n--1)
3n n

Remark. The sequence {} shown in Example 4 has the pro-
perties such that converges to 0 in the sense of topology r, and
diverges in r, for a<

Example 4. -*p,, end0
[ 0 for

"--i 1/Sn/(’+’) for ]X[$n/2, where
2

Lemma 5. For any positive valued function (x)e, there exists
a sequence {} such that F converges to 0 in , and converges
to in , for a

Proof. Without loss of generality we can assume that the func-
tion (x) has carrier in the interval [0, 1.

Let (x) be the function:
0(x)--p.,(x) where p, means mollifier of order n, and for

j-3m, 0jn--3 for positive integer m.

n_ +
n(x) n n

--a; +.. x
where a, b satisfy the relations (a+b),--2a,--O, (a+b),--2a
=(i/n) i.e. a--[(i/n)/(2’/’--2)]/’ and b=a(2/’-l). We see that
(x) converges to 0 in r,, and converges to (x) in r,.

Lemma 5. The topology r is not compatible with linear opera-
tion in the space .

Froof. The example in the proof of Lemma 2 shows also that
this lemma holds.

From Lemmas 1, 2, 4, and Definition 4 we obtain the following
Theorem . The space (, ) is Hausdorff uniform space, but

is neither locally convex nor linear. Two topological spaces with
different a and a cross with each other, namely each space is not
inclued in the other space and the one topology is neither stronger
nor weaker than the other.

In this space (,a) we obtained T/ for any Te’ and for any
{%r}. In the space (, ), however, it does not necessarily hold.

We show here the latter part of the Theorem by the following
Example 5.

Example 5. Let be the function such that =.p where
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f 0 for
9-j/ for Ixi<(1/23").

Then we see from the following equations that {9} does not make
Cauehy sequence but [9} makes Cauchy sequence.

f(--) dz-(#/--m/) (1/n)--m{(1/m)--(1/n)}

-(1--(mln)l)--(1--m/n), for n>m.
Hence if n-O(m), for example n-2m, then

lim [’(9--9) dx-lim {(1-2-/)--(1--2-)}:0

and if n-O(m), then lira
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